
Literacy Lesson 1 transcript 

Hi Year 2. I hope you’re ok and that you’ve had a really lovely sunny half term, I 

know I have. I hope you’ve had a nice break and are ready to do some new learning 

for literacy this week. Now this week is the start of a brand new unit, ok, so we’re 

going to be thinking about a new story and it’s going to be the start of a new unit of 

literacy.  

Now, you should have watched the video of ‘The Mysterious Lunch Stealer’ but if 

you haven’t by now you need to stop watching this video and go back and watch the 

video that’s on the website because otherwise this bit won’t make sense. So, 

hopefully you’ve watched ‘The Mysterious Lunch Stealer’ and I need your help 

because my lunch was stolen and I don’t know who did it!! So, I wonder if you can 

help me by thinking of and creating a WANTED poster for who you think the 

mysterious lunch stealer is. Maybe you can think of who might have stolen my lunch 

while I quickly nipped back inside to get some sun cream. Please, I really need your 

help because I don’t know who stole my lunch so I’m hoping that you’re going to 

come up with some really good ideas!  

So, on the website you will see a template of a WANTED poster and on the 

WANTED poster there is a space for a picture so you can draw a picture of who you 

think the lunch stealer was, I think you can also write a title as well. You might write 

‘WANTED THE MYSTERIOUS LUNCH STEALER!’ A WANTED poster is a poster 

that lets people know that someone is wanted to be found, ok, and usually 

underneath the picture, we’ll have a picture of who we’re looking for, and then 

underneath we will have a description of who we want to find. So, if we’re writing a 

description you need to try and use lots of adjectives to describe the lunch stealer 

because otherwise if you don’t use adjectives it’s going to be really hard to find them. 

Ok?  

So first of all, come up with a title for your WANTED poster, then come up with a 

picture, a really good picture, of who you think the lunch stealer was… maybe it was 

a person, maybe it was an animal, maybe you heard some clues in the video… 

Whoever it was draw a lovely picture of them and then underneath I’d like a little bit 

of writing to describe who you think the lunch stealer was.  

Ok, so that’s your first job today, help me find out who was our mysterious lunch 

stealer! Alright? So the WANTED poster is on the website or if you’d like to or if you 

don’t have a printer you could just make your own in your home school book or a 

piece of paper. So, we’ve got a title at the top, then a really nice picture, then 

underneath some sentences to describe who you think the thieves were. 

Ok? Right, off you go and I’ll see you tomorrow! Bye!    


